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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
In keeping with the spirit expressed so admirably in
the technical sessions of our Tenth Annual Convention
just closed, we are presenting at this time a paper which
views the field of accounting administratively. In the
final analysis, the justification for the existence of the
accounting profession lies in the use which the accountant
makes of his facts, thus better enabling executives to
guide their businesses with a surer hand. The entire
scope of the controller's activities includes, therefore,
not only the preparation of data, but, also its interpretation through charts, graphs and other statistical devices.
The author of this paper, Mr. Monard V. Hayes is
a native of the state of Texas. After taking his bachelor's
degree from the University of Missouri, School of Business, he entered the Graduate School of Columbia University where he took his master's degree and is a
candidate for the Doctorate.
After leaving college he spent two years with Loomis,
Suffern and Fernald, Certified Public Accountants and
later opened an office of his own as a management engineer
and public accountant. He is at present giving special
attention to sales and production cost work, budgets and
management research problems.
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ACCOUNTING FROM THE MANAGEMENT
VIEWPOINT
ORDER to appreciate accounting from the management viewINpoint
it is desirable to know something of the history and development of accounting. The sketch here given is intended only
as an introduction to the main problem. An examination of the
work of H. R. Hatfield, "Modern Accounting" (agog) reveals
that his objective was the presentation of a "correct" exhibit of
the financial status of a concern at a given moment of time and
the showing of the results obtained during a given period. In
order to obtain this correct exhibit of financial results it was necessary to present a philosophy of valuation and of classification.
W. M. Cole, "Accounts, their Construction and Interpretation"
(igo8), states that accounting is for the purpose of presenting
not only a correct exhibit of financial status and of profit and loss
but, also, a statement of the cost of various services rendered. In
the case of each of these authors, and those who follow their ideas,
the work of the accountant starts after the results have been secured. This type of accounting may be described best by the
phrase, "retrospective accounting ". It may be well to say, however, that the philosophy of retrospective accounting was developed
by those who were interested in the presentation of the financial
status of a concern from the viewpoint of accounting. Such accounting has a useful place in the business enterprise but, from the
management viewpoint, historical data of the type provided have
important limitations.
Just as there are different ideas as to the aims of accounting
and the ways and means of securing those aims, there are different ideas about management. Some of these ideas will be reviewed briefly. There are those managers who manage without
any effort to find fairly exact information of the past as a guide
to the future. This type of management is known for its rule -ofthumb methods. It usually has little respect for accounting and
tolerates it only because of necessity for some information. There
is, however, no effort to secure vital information which will assist
in business planning. A different type of management secures
full information of a historical nature and looks with considerable
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favor upon a system of accounts which will produce infonnation
which is considered essential for the operation of a business. Here
again the records are not used for effective business planning;
they are merely financial history of a kind. Executives who appreciate the science of management make a very different use of
records. Pertinent information may be secured from properly
devised records. It is possible to draw valuable deductions, which
may be used for management purposes, from such records.
Management is interested in the past only to the extent that it
will throw some light on the future. If accounting is to aid management in proportion to its potentiality, instruments must be provided which will aid management in the solution of business problems. Since management is mainly interested in the future, accounting instruments are needed which will assist management in
planning the future, in visualizing the present and in the presentation of significant information about the past. In order to accomplish this, a very different viewpoint of the function and aim
of accounting is required. Retrospective accounting is of value to
management but only a small part of the total value which may
come from accounting from the management standpoint can be
realized from historical accounting.
Accounting, from the management viewpoint, assists in the
placement of authority and responsibility; assists in future planning; shows performance and assists in the evaluation of the
causes for variations between plans and performance. It accomplishes the aims of all science —that of prediction. Unless accounting be used in its broader aspects, to assist in predicting results
with more accuracy than rule -of -thumb methods, it is of very
limited value to management.
In order, to accomplish the aims of accounting, an organization
is required. Authority and responsibility in such an organization
should be placed so that accountability for the several phases of
management is practicable. The organization should be so planned
as to minimize the cross - currents of authority and responsibility.
The duties of the board of directors, the chief executive and other
executives should be clearly defined and their responsibilities made
coterminous with their duties. In such an organization, standards
and records are imperative. If such standards and records are to
be most effective, some member of the organization must be
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;barge of their preparation and interpretation. Such a person may
be designated as the controller. In effect, the controller should
be a right -hand man to the chief executive. Standards for use in
management work have, as yet, not received the recognition by
business men which they deserve. Unless management be guided
by means of standards and records the best results need not be
expected.
Properly devised budgets serve as a guide in the conduct of a
business enterprise. Such budgets are effective means for the
establishment of standards. A properly devised budget has three
dimensions, namely: time, units and prices. Although it may seem
quite obvious that time is important in business planning, this is
not the case. Most records do not show the effects of time on the
results recorded. Such records also show amounts which are the
result of units and prices. Since the amount is affected by two
variables, the business man is often at a loss to know which one
is varying, so that any interpretation of cause for variation may
be seriously affected by personal factors. The objection may be
raised that records and reports which are made in units and prices
would be expensive to operate. There are, however, always ways
and means for minimizing the complexities of the task of securing
information relative to units and prices. The index number is an
effective way of doing this.
Much has been said about the budget as an instrument for
business planning. It may be said, however, that business enterprises base their budgets upon scientific facts. Unless the budget
be made in such a manner that it may serve as a standard for performance it will fail to accomplish its highest purpose. When
the budget serves as a bogey, which is doubtful of attainment, it
may do more harm in the long run than it does good immediately.
The budget should be an instrument for forecasting attainment
and any deviations from the budget in attainment should be accounted for and the significant information used for perfecting
the budget as a forecasting media.
Financial statements have long been recognized as aids to management. Such statements, however, should be thoroughly understood, given a proper interpretation and used before they are of
much value to management. Millions of dollars are spent in compiling financial statements of various varieties which are unintei1353
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ligible to management and little use of any possible information
they contain is ever made. The accountants have their share of
the blame for this state of affairs because accounting should serve
management and if it is not so devised and presented as to make
pertinent data available for management use, something is wrong.
One of the principal troubles is that accounting is generally of an
historical nature with no idea of presenting information which
may be used as a guide in the future. Unless the data be so used,
they are of very limited application in management work.
Another weakness of historical accounting is that of the interpretation which must be placed upon the data presented. Financial statements in themselves are very poor indicators of value.
A much more fundamental basis, as indicated below, is needed for
the evaluation and interpretation of historical statements. The
analysis of the financial statements of any prominent concern and
the price for which its stock sells over a period of time will show
that financial statements have little or no bearing upon the market
value of its securities. Then there is the question of the price of
commodities which a concern sells. Financial and related statements of an historical character are indeed very rough gauges for
the establishment of prices. Too often they are of no real utility
to management in this respect.
From the management viewpoint, a sound interpretation of
financial statements, which may be used in the guidance of the
business, is necessary. In the final analysis, the relative profit
possibilities of an enterprise is the dominating factor which must
be used in evaluating the worth of the business. This indicates
that studies must be made of the economic position of the concern
with respect to the industry and other industries. Once the profit
possibilities are determined, something may be known as to its
relative worth. This worth may be more or less than disclosed
by financial statements or market prices, but as an indicator of
value, it is far superior to historical statements. One of the principal uses to which financial and operating statements may be put
has not been properly emphasized. Such statements serve as the
means for comparing the budget with performance. The budget
cannot be the most effective instrument for planning unless there
be ,a comparison of expectations and performance and the analysis
and evaluation of the causes for variation between plan and per 1354
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fbrmance. It is through the use of these instruments of management that the science of management may be discovered. The
most effective basis for the evaluation of management is to be found
in the variations between plan, budget or standard and performance. The usual basis is to compare earnings and financial position over a given period. Such a basis is unsatisfactory because
much is embodied in it over which the management has no control.
Then, too, the data are not comparable. There is a fundamental
fallacy in comparing the performance of a concern over two periods of time with a view of determining the effectiveness with
which management has met the problems faced. The problems and
conditions are not usually the same. What is needed is a comparison of expectations and performance. Management is foresight, not hind - sight. This does not mean that management must
be visionary. It must be able to reach the goal which has been set,
or give proper reasons for the variations between plan and
performance.
Much has been written about cost accounting. The technique
of historical cost accounting and standard cost accounting has
been discussed widely during the past few years. Little has been
said, however, about its use by management as an instrument for
the control of the profits of an enterprise. It has been stated,
among other things, that cost information will assist management
in the location of wastes or high costs, in determining profits by
lines of products and in indicating the price for which goods should
be sold. These are admirable aims but their accomplishments are
subject to evaluation and interpretation. It must be admitted
frankly, that, while these aims may be accomplished on paper, their
accomplishment as effective tools for management control is often
a distance from realization.
Take the question of price. Price is not determined by administrators and managers in the manner prescribed by cost accountants, namely: materials, plus labor, plus overhead and plus
profit, equals price. Nor is price determined by supply and demand as prescribed by the economist. While it cannot be said that
there is any one way in which prices are determined, they are,
however, generally determined, in a competitive market, by a series
of comparisons of goods and prices by buyers and sellers. Where
quality is a constant, price is determined, more or less, by com•
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petitive bidding. The psychology of this bidding is interesting.
Executives who are instrumental in setting prices for business
firms are not as rational as many people have supposed them to be,
and certainly they do not burden themselves with and take too
seriously the data which the cost department may have spent many
laborious hours of painstaking effort to present. The executive
is not so much interested in what costs have been as he is in what
they will be under conditions which are more or less within his
control. Since costs will vary widely, according to the capacity
used, profit margins, etc., the executive must ignore, for the most
part, all cost data of an historical character which do not shed light
upon the problems which he is facing and will face as conditions
continue to change. Executives in other businesses are faced with
the same problems, so that when they come to consider the question
of price the prime consideration is too often the price at which the
business can be had; big, little, or no theoretical profits.
From what has been said above it should appear that the use of
costs as a means for detecting wastes or high costs also requires
evaluation and interpretation. Certain types of cost information
may be of assistance in this matter, but the usual type of historical
cost accounting is untrustworthy for this purpose. The fact that
a quantity of goods cost $7.001 per unit to make last year or last
month and $8.467 this year or month is of little assistance in detecting whether or not one cost is too high or the other exceptionally
low, or vice versa. Much cost accounting is absolutely lacking in
a standard for comparison. Standard costs, however, if properly
operated, make possible significant cost information which may be
used advantageously. Standard costs must be based upon time
studies, standard conditions and precise management. If the
management can secure information which will tell, within practical limits, the profit which may be secured from different operating capacities for particular classes of goods which will carry
stated variations in price and costs, information will be
had which is valuable for use in determining what business to
take at particular prices. Cost information is of little use until
it supplies the management with data which will enable rational
calculations to be made for the purpose of determining when and
at what price business may be taken to yield specified rates of return. Historical cost accounting, of the usual type, can seldom
1356
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furnish the executive with anything but rough data which require
much evaluation and a sound interpretation before they are of any
value to management.
Historical costs, however, which are prepared in a uniform manner may be used to compare costs of one plant or department with
that of another plant or department during a given period. However uniform costs may be in the manner of their preparation, a
direct comparison of results for disclosing economies or wastes requires interpretation. If the wage scale is the same, a variation in
labor cost may result from a variety of causes. Some of these
are: unequal machine efficiency of plants, unequal hours worked,
unequal training and skill of operators, unequal skill of management in cooperating with labor and many other causes. There
are, likewise, differences in other components of cost. While much
good has come from the usual type of historical cost accounting.
this is a first stage in the development of cost information for management use. Standard costs if properly devised and operated,
will get a lot of chaff out of the raw data and will make an evaluation of results easier to interpret for management use.
In some lines of industry, historical costs, when properly interpreted, may be used as an aid to management in the evaluation
of future expectations. For example, the price of an automobile
is not determined by past costs but they may be used in certain
cases as a basis for a rough test of a relationship between prospective costs and sales prices. Such costs have particular value when
production does not vary much and the cost components remain
practically stationary from one year to the next. Not many enterprises within an industry are so well favored with stable costs and
sales prices. A comparatively small variation in cost or in sales
price may be sufficient to eliminate all profits and even more.
Where a concern is favored by wide margins of profit and comparatively stable business, past costs may serve as useful instruments for profits control without undue risk of operating at a loss.
Unfortunately, most businesses are not so situated and even if
they were, better results may be obtained by steering the business
from the engine instead of from the caboose.
Accounting which does not make available more information
than may be secured from financial and operating statements is
omitting some of its most valuable opportunities to render service
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to management. Internal statistics are compiled from the financial
and operating records and information obtained within the business. Such statistics may be a different kind of classification of
pertinent business information. Since internal statistics cover a
wide variety of information, it is impossible to tell where so called
accounting ends and statistics begin. The distinction that accounting deals with the dollars and cents while statistics deal with quantities is too superficial to require refutation. Internal statistics
will be referred to, therefore, as data derived by a different method
of classification from that which is common to bookkeeping. Internal statistics are a part of accounting proper. Without their
use it would be impossible to evaluate and interpret ordinary financial, operating and other business data in a sizable business.
Quantitative data are particularly needed in the management
of a concern, especially a sizable business. Dollars and cents
figures are too illusive; they are too hard to understand. For
example, sales in dollars may be rising while quantities sold may
be falling, or vice versa. Unless management realizes these facts,
the concern is likely to suffer losses or make gains without the
management ever knowing just what the true situation was that
caused the results.
Unless quantitative data be had, it is difficult to set the budget
of a concern or to evaluate the results secured, with much rationalization. Some of the most perplexing questions in proper budgeting
are settled if a concern knows its position in the industry and the
rate of growth of business. An attempt to measure industrial and
commercial position with the dollar mark is a very difficult thing
to accomplish in a satisfactory manner. The cause of this is the
fluctuation in price of commodities. Since most concerns sell a
variety of commodities, it is hard to form any idea of the physical
volume from a knowledge of how much in dollars of various
kinds of goods were sold. An index of prices may be used to get
an idea of the physical volume of commodities sold but such an
index must be built up by the statistical method from internal or
external statistical data.
During the past few years business men have come to realize
the value of statistical information of other businesses. This
has been brought about by the fact that conditions in other businesses affect the individual business. It i s not sufficient to go
1358
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along, in many lines of business, without paying close attention
to what is taking place in other businesses. In fact, many sizable
concerns have found it prudent to maintain a special staff to study
external conditions while many other concerns spend time and
effort in this direction. The objective of such studies is to secure
some important knowledge of what is taking place in industry
and particularly in those parts which affect the outlet for the firm's
goods and the supplies which it must purchase. Neglect in securing proper information of external conditions has resulted in a
large number of concerns sustaining heavy losses. The fact that
business conditions seem to have quit the violent swings which
formerly existed is little indication that changing business conditions have ceased to affect vitally the business concern. In fact,
many concerns may realize substantial profits or sustain sizable
net losses when business fluctuates as little as two, three or five
per cent. With a proper forecast of external conditions, the
executives may plan internal operations with considerable confidence.
Many types of research are needed in the setting of standards
and in the appraisal of results. Research is a tool for the improvement of the instruments of production. For example, it is desirable to know the rate at which work can be done under standard
conditions. The best way to secure such information is by research and study of the factors involved. The funds for research
are usually limited and the most profitable projects should be
worked upon first. It is for this reason that research should be
undertaken only after the results to be secured are appraised by
the controller and the executive head of the business. Without
research and experiment it is unlikely that much will be accomplished toward the improvement of standards. Accounting must
have adequate standards if much of value is to come from a
knowledge of what has happened in the past. Research, then,
becomes effective as an instrument of accounting.
Some of the most important types which may be used to make
accounting of more value to management are research in:
( i ) budgets, (z ) sales and markets, (3) production, (4) cost
and expense reduction, and (5) profits and policies. Such studies
are conducted along lines which are fundamentally business propositions. This indicates that, while the studies are economic in
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character, they are from the viewpoint of concrete business
institutions.
An accurate appraisal is needed of the economic and business
forces at work which cause results. This evaluation should be
in terms of the estimates set. Every evaluation must have a basis
and a systematic way in which the data are gathered, together
with a procedure for making the data tell a story of what has
happened in the business. Financial and operating statements
and statistics produce an evaluation. The manner of interpreting
the significance of the evaluation is most important. The method
of evaluation may conform to a definite philosophy, or a systematic procedure, as in financial accounting. Here, the interpretation of the data usually rests upon the assumption that the method
of preparation of the data is such that its interpretation will be
that which was implied in the principles followed in arriving at
the evaluation. It should be made clear, however, that such evaluation methods, if not based upon proper standards, are likely to be
very confusing and cause serious errors in interpreting the significance of the data.
For example, suppose that the profits of a concern, which renders its statements in accordance with good accounting practice,
shows that 15 percent of its net worth at the beginning of the
year has been lost during the year. The principles followed imply
that such an interpretation necessarily follows. It should be
understood clearly, however, that this interpretation, while true
in certain respects, is or may be very misleading from the management and investment points of view. The viewpoint here is not
so much the so- called facts, but, how the results compare with
what might have been expected by an intelligent management and
how the results compare with other concerns in the industry.
From this it should appear that, for the purposes of interpretation, much more is needed than a simple history of the business,
written in financial terms. A knowledge of what a business has
done in the past is but footprints in the sands of time. It does
not tell where the business is going and that is what the management and the stockholders want to know. This is where interpretation finds a fertile field. What should the business do during
the next one, two or five years? Unless the past yields valuable
information which may be used in forecasting the future and in
1360
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interpreting causes for variation between forecast and performance, experience is an exceedingly poor teacher.
Although the problems of evaluation and interpretation are of
much importance, their scope can be sketched but briefly here.
Accounting must provide information which will assist in effective business planning, give adequate control over results and furnish significant information as to plans, accomplishment and significant causes for variation between plans and accomplishment.
The tools of such accounting consist of: budgets, cost information,
expense data, internal and external statistical data, standards, research, evaluation and interpretation. These cannot be considered
operative without an organization to make the work effective.
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